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A WINDOW
FOR A LIFETIME.

GAULHOFER.
A WINDOW
FOR A LIFETIME.

PROVERBIAL
GAULHOFER QUALITY.
GAULHOFER has been making premium windows for almost
100 years. Traditional workmanship, state-of-the-art production technology, in-house research and development
as well as collaborations with renowned institutions have
made GAULHOFER one of the leading manufacturers of
windows and doors. And, as products such as INLINE impressively prove, one of the most innovative, too.
Every GAULHOFER element exemplifies the company’s
passion for workmanship and attention to detail.
GAULHOFER’s window lines provide the diversity today’s
customers expect and offer the right solution to meet
every need:
From saving energy to sound insulation or increased security. From sophisticated designs to sustainability:
We have the right window and the right door for your
personal requirements, no matter if you are renovating or
building a new low energy or passive house.
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We are happy to inform and advise you!
Your GAULHOFER team.

GAULHOFER
WINDOWS
AND DOORS.
... ARE CHAMPION ENERGY
SAVERS.

GAULHOFER is the undisputed champion when it comes
to thermal insulation. All GAULHOFER window lines reach
passive house standards – sometimes higher values than
requested. That means: More comfort at reduced heating
costs.

... ARE TIMELESS BEAUTIES.

Lots of glass, not much frame. Most often, this combination sacrifices thermal insulation and living comfort. Not
at GAULHOFER: Design windows such as the GAULHOFER
INLINE series are suitable for low energy and passive
houses. And – with GAULHOFER VISIONLINE – we offer
a solid glass system that also provides lasting thermal
insulation and sealing properties.

... ARE DURABLE
PREMIUM PRODUCTS.

GAULHOFER stand for internationally renowned high-end
products whose production involves many measures –
some of them manually implemented – that guarantee
lasting quality. GAULHOFER windows and doors last longer
– guaranteed.

BENEFITS & PURPOSE.

... COME FROM
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION.

Thanks to closed recycling circuits, the predominant
use of domestic timber sourced from sustainable
forestry as well as in-house heat production,
GAULHOFER customers can rest assured: It’s a good feeling to live with GAULHOFER windows.

... STAND FOR KNOW-HOW
FROM AUSTRIA.

As a long-standing Austrian company, we know
how to build “windows for life” and pass our experience
on from generation to generation. That’s why, for almost
100 years, the name GAULHOFER has been a byword for
Austrian know-how in window construction.

... ARE ONLY AVAILABLE WITH
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION.

With its tightly knit dealer network, GAULHOFER
offers you competent support on location. Your GAULHOFER partner creates a customised offer, takes
care of competent and clean installation and, afterwards,
provides help and advice. GAULHOFER is a quality brand
and guarantees best service – before and after the purchase.

YOUR BENEFITS
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THE BEST
OF TWO
WORLDS.

HIGH-TECH AND PURE NATURE,
LASTING, VIVID.
In its purest form or combined with aluminium:
Wood symbolises living comfort, cosiness and tradition. To
make sure every window delivers on its promises, the wood
used for all GAULHOFER window lines must meet the highest
demands when it comes to quality. That’s why our spruce
and larch timber is sourced exclusively from sustainable
domestic forestry.
GAULHOFER has been producing windows and doors for
almost 100 years. Its comprehensive know-how is passed on
and further developed from generation to generation. Today,
perfectly trained wood engineers use a modern pool of machinery to constantly improve the windows' quality.
That's why GAULHOFER, as the only manufacturer in the
German-speaking world, grants a 30-year warranty on its
wood and wood-aluminium window constructions. Details on
page 16.
GAULHOFER INLINE is flush on the inside and on the
outside, and convinces with its excellent insulation
values and extraordinary design quality.
With its classy combination of wood and aluminium,
GAULHOFER FUSIONLINE offers best possible protection
from the elements and a natural living atmosphere in the
rooms.
GAULHOFER NATURELINE provides wholly natural
living and – using natural wood – ecologically exemplary
energy saving solutions.

WOOD &
WOOD-ALUMINIUM.

WOOD & WOOD-ALUMINIUM
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LESS
IS MORE!

INLINE: COMPLETELY FLUSH
WOOD-ALUMINIUM WINDOWS.
More glass, less frame: With the new INLINE product line,
GAULHOFER presents a wood-aluminium window that
is flush on the inside and the outside, and wows with
sophisticated building physics and first class insulation
characteristics.
The extra slim sash is divided from the cover frame only
by a delicate connection joint: This is what timeless elegance in window construction looks like!
Innovative extras such as Thermostop® glass spacers and
the Audiostop® sealing system offer even more comfort
and counter condensation build-up. GAULHOFER INLINE
stands out with its state-of-the-art technology and proven
wet sealing system, minimalist design and clear lines.
This earned the astonishingly beautiful INLINE window
design a special mention in the category Building & Elements by the German Design Awards 2017’s high-ranking
expert jury.
The jury’s reasoning:
“The flush and particularly slim construction yields a
modern and elegant look. At the same time, the window
meets the technical requirements towards contemporary
architecture.”

• available in spruce, larch, oak
• 91 mm installation depth and triple glazing as standard
• convincing insulation values:
Optimum UW value: 0.68 W/m²K
• Awarded design:
extra-slim and flush on inside and outside
• Individual design variety thanks to wide
range of colours
• The unique GAULHOFER wet sealing provides a hermetically sealed glass joint inside and outside
• 30-Year GAULHOFER warranty
(see page 16)

INLINE.

HOFER
AUL

30-Year

G

Source: Rat für Formgebung – German Design Council,
www.german-design-award.com

GAULHOFER INLINE
ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE.

WARRANT

Received a special mention
in the category Building
& Elements by the
German Design Awards 2017’s
high-ranking expert jury

Y

INLINE

WOOD & WOOD-ALUMINIUM
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WOOD &
ALUMINIUM:
A BOND FOR
LIFE.
FUSIONLINE:
A SUCCESSFUL SYNTHESIS.

GAULHOFER FUSIONLINE wood-aluminium windows sport
a successful synthesis between beauty, the charm of a
wooden window and the guaranteed durability of aluminium, acting as a robust shield providing protection from
the elements.
Available with installation depths of 94 mm and 108 mm,
these windows boast convincing insulation values and
meet all requirements towards a modern building element.
FUSIONLINE has been designed with recycling in mind,
does without PUR foams, thus meeting even the highest
ecological demands.

GAULHOFER FUSIONLINE
ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE.
• available in spruce, larch, oak
• Installation depths: 94 and 108 mm
• convincing insulation values:
Optimum UW value: 0.65 W/m²K
• No PUR foams means these windows are
purely
natural and have better building physics
properties
• Individual design possibilities thanks to
3 aluminium design options and
wide range of colours
• 30-Year GAULHOFER warranty
(see page 16)

FUSIONLINE.

HOFER
AUL

30-Year

G

Elegant design solutions and the comprehensive aluminium colour range make every dream look come true.

WARRANT

Y

FUSIONLINE

WOOD & WOOD-ALUMINIUM
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100%
NATURAL.
NATURELINE:
NATURE’S GIFT.

Wood is one of the prettiest and ecologically valuable materials nature has to offer. GAULHOFER NATURELINE wooden windows are the optimum solution for environmentally
conscious construction or renovation projects.
For its wood and wood-aluminium windows, GAULHOFER
uses spruce and larch from sustainable domestic forestry, lumbered in winter.
A special treat for all those looking for something truly
special: GAULHOFER NATURELINE wooden windows are
also available in oak, an especially hard type of wood that
provides exceptionally long life and lasting value.
Available with installation depths of 78 or 92 mm, NATURELINE’s top-class construction combine the benefits
of wood with state-of-the-art window technology to yield
highest levels of precision, lasting durability and superior
insulation properties.

Maintenance intervals significantly depend on weathering situation and colour. Please adhere to our care and
maintenance instructions, your GAULHOFER professional
partner gladly provides you with information!

GAULHOFER NATURELINE
ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE.
• available in spruce, larch, oak
• Installation depths: 78 and 92 mm
• convincing insulation values:
Optimum UW value: 0.66 W/m²K
• Ecological with wood sourced from domestic
forestry
• Individual design variety thanks to wide
range of colours
• Unique workmanship
• 30-Year GAULHOFER warranty
(see page 16)

HOFER
AUL

30-Year

G

Attractive glazes and colour highlight the wood’s natural
structure and beauty. GAULHOFER’s efficient weather
protection system, a modern coating system that uses
a multi-layer structure and constructive wood protection
significantly extend the maintenance intervals required
on wooden windows.

WARRANT

NATURELINE.

Y

NATURELINE WOOD
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A CUT ABOVE AVERAGE.

TECHNOLOGY & ADVANTAGES.

INLINE.

TIGHT
Elaborately press-fitted and deburred by
hand at the GAULHOFER factory, GAULHOFER’S
wet sealing made from UV-resistant silicone
hermetically and durably seals the glass joint.
Contrary to conventional dry glazing methods,
this provides protection against uncontrolled
moisture ingress into the wood. Thus, the glass
edge is almost entirely shielded from the cold
exterior climate.

WOOD-ALUMINIUM
INLINE 91 SLIM
UW values
of 0.91 to 0.68 W/m²K

FUSIONLINE.

WOOD-ALUMINIUM
FUSIONLINE 94 PURE
UW values
of 1.2 to 0.70 W/m²K

WARM
Thermally optimised
Thermostop® (standard) or Thermostop®Plus
(optional) (optional) glass spacers improve the
glass edge’s thermal insulation performance
and counteract condensation.

WOOD-ALUMINIUM
FUSIONLINE 108 PURE
UW values of 0.89 to 0.65 W/m²K
FUSIONLINE Aluminium design
options

SOFT

NATURELINE.
WOOD
NATURELINE 78
UW values
of 1.2 to 0.70 W/m²K

WOOD
NATURELINE 92
UW values
of 0.88 to 0.66 W/m²K

PLANE

PROTECTED
Elaborately glazed from the inside, the glass
panes of GAULHOFER windows (NATURELINE,
FUSIONLINE) are protected against the outside
by a massive glass stop made from the
respective sash material. Thus, the glass edge
is almost entirely shielded from the cold
exterior climate.

COSY
An exclusive GAULHOFER innovation: Dampfstop® protects the ingress of moist room air
from the inside atmosphere into the glass
rebate. This keeps the glass composite dry and
the sash wood pretty. An invisible life insurance
for your window.

COMFORTABLE.
GAULHOFER’s elaborate Audiostop® technology
employs three circumferential seals. The centre
seal is ideally positioned to effectively separate
the cold exterior atmosphere from the warm
and moist interior atmosphere. This prevents
the annoying formation of condensate in the
rebate zone. Another advantage yielding even
better thermal insulation.

U values calculated in accordance with EN 10077-1, single-sash window, element size 1230 x 1480 mm,
spruce. Subject to technical modifications, mistakes and printing errors.

14 WOOD/WOOD-ALUMINIUM
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FAIR TRADE.
CRAFTSMANSHIP MEETS
INDUSTRIAL PRECISION.

"A window for a lifetime" is not an
empty phrase. This performance guarantee stands for
real quality features that make GAULHOFER windows what
they are: No-compromise premium products that last
longer.
GAULHOFER has been producing windows and doors for
almost 100 years. Its comprehensive know-how is passed
on and further developed from generation to generation.
Today, perfectly trained wood engineers use a modern
pool of machinery to constantly improve the windows'
quality.
That's why GAULHOFER, as the only manufacturer in the
German-speaking world, grants a 30-year warranty on its
wood and wood-aluminium window constructions*.
This is what distinguishes GAULHOFER wood and
wood-aluminium windows from those made by other
manufacturers.

OFER
H
L
AU
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THE CORNER JOINTS.
THE WOOD.

GAULHOFER ONLY USES
DOMESTIC WOOD OF THE
HIGHEST QUALITY.
The wood used on GAULHOFER windows is
particularly hard and durable. The windows
don't get distorted and remain stable.
Thanks to its natural aesthetics, pleasant
surface feel, scent and its moisture compensating properties, the wood significantly contributes to well-being in one's own
four walls.

GAULHOFER's wooden and wood-aluminium
windows are made from one hundred percent
large-diameter logs of the highest wood grade
A, namely only domestic spruce and alpine larch
sourced from sustainably managed forests. The
trees are lumbered in winter, when they are not
"full of sap" which means the wood is less moist
which increases drying quality. In slat shape, the
wood is prepared using a natural open-air drying
method and subsequently technically dried to
reach a 13-percent wood humidity optimal for
its area of application. After that, the slats are
manually sorted and glued together. This yields
triple-glued frame components with optimum
resistance against distortion.

CORNER JOINTS FOR LIFE-LONG
STABILITY.

Thanks to the corner joints' stability, the window sashes remain stable,
even in case of extremely high glass weight. Opening, closing and tilting
them works entirely comfortably – for the window's entire life cycle.
Due to the fact that window panes become ever larger and heavier stress on the
sashes grows steadily. GAULHOFER's special double-slit pin joint connection is a
fitting system which excels through highest levels of strength even when subjected
to enormous loads. Elaborate endurance tests attest that. The pins offer a lot of
space for the wood glue and perfectly fit into the slits.
This system is far superior to the more easily produced dowel joint system and is
therefore standard equipment in the blind frames and sashes of GAULHOFER wood
and wood-aluminium windows.

DIE ALUSCHALE

THE ALUMINIUM SHELL.
MULTIPLY PROTECTED CORNERS.

The corner joints' triple protection makes sure that the aluminium
shells in the corners remain just as straight, beautiful and smooth as
on the face. And thus, as pretty as on the first day, even after many
years of use.
GAULHOFER goes the whole nine yards. This is why GAULHOFER also equips
the aluminium shells' corner joints on wood-aluminium windows with a triple
protection system to guarantee beauty, stability and durability. Stabilisers
in the corners protect the aluminium shell from distortion and the mechanical
press-fitting with plastic corner angles and additional glueing make sure that
the corner joints fit permanently closed and smooth in the surface.

mechanical
press-fitting

Bonding

Stabilisers

Y

FLEXIBLE MOUNTING.
Thanks to the stable and flexible mounting of the aluminium shell, it
permanently retains its shape and beauty and protects the structure
underneath in a technically perfect way.
GAULHOFER's aluminium shell is attached to the blind frame and sash frame via
plastic pivot and slide bearings. Thus, it retains its full range of motion in case of
temperature changes. This gapped mounting method provides adequate back ventilation of the aluminium shell to permanently protect the structure from moisture
build-up and penetration.

30-YEAR WARRANTY.

*On the construction regarding the wood and aluminium corner connectors as well as the aluminium shell fastening in the form
of clips on the wood frame. Valid for all wood and wood-aluminium window constructions from the NATURELINE, FUSIONLINE and
INLINE series sold to private customers in Austria, Germany and Switzerland from order date 01/06/2016. Conditions: registration
at www.gaulhofer.com/garantie as well as adherence to warranty terms.

30-YEAR WARRANTY
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UPVC
AT ITS BEST.
CLASS-LEADING
ENERGY SAVER.

GAULHOFER ENERGYLINE and ERGOLINE set new standards
for uPVC windows when it comes to saving energy. This
makes them the perfect choice for renovation and new
construction projects, low energy and passive houses.
GAULHOFER’s uPVC window lines stand for contemporary
window technology, timeless design and sophisticated
thermal insulation. Simply put: uPVC at its best!
GAULHOFER energy saver windows guarantee transparent
customer benefits, clearly quantifiable in Cents and Euros
saved on costly heating energy – for a window’s life time!
And as an added bonus, they provide increased quality of
life for many years.
Arguments that make for a reasonable investment
in one’s future.

UPVC.

uPVC 19

ENERGYLINE
TO THE
POWER OF 3.
INNOVATIVE UPVC ENERGY
SAVING CHAMPIONS.

With its ENERGYLINE series, GAULHOFER perfectly meets
the requirements of modern clients and renovators, leaving no wish unfulfilled.
Proverbial GAULHOFER quality criteria already come
As standard: innovative profile technology, the triple
Audiostop® sealing system providing protection from
noise, wind and weather, energy-efficient triple glazing
with Thermostop® spacers and state-of-the-art
PowerBond glass-sash bonding technology for
formative stiffness.
Available in an installation depth of 85 mm, the 3 lines S, E
and P are indistinguishable in terms of looks, basic equipment and available extras. The secret lies in their different
blind frame construction and reinforcement: S is for steel,
E for PowerDur and P for additional foam chambers. Thus,
their Thermal insulation values range from good to excellent to outstanding (optimum UW value of 0.59 W/m²K)!
Their design wows with clean lines and a slim appearance.
Adding to this is a wide rage of foils (See p. 63 for the
décor programme). Technical innovation meets sophisticated design: GAULHOFER ENERGYLINE: Energy saving to
the power of 3.

ENERGYLINE 85.

GAULHOFER ENERGYLINE-S, E, P 85
AT A GLANCE.
• Installation depth 85 mm
• Reinforcements in the blind frame optionally
in steel, PowerDur or additionally foamed
• GAULHOFER Audiostop® triple sealing system
providing protection from noise, cold, wind and rain
• As standard with triple glazing and Thermostop®
spacers, optionally with Thermostop®-Plus
spacers
• Extremely dimensionally stable and torsionally
stiff thanks to circumferential PowerBond glasssash bonding
• optimum UW value of 0.59 W/m²K
• Design variety thanks to comprehensive
décor programme with Cool Color technology
ENERGYLINE-S.

ENERGYLINE-E.

ENERGYLINE-P.

ENERGYLINE

UPVC
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DRESSED
TO THE NINES.
UPVC AND UPVC-ALUMINIUM.
FRIENDS FOR LIFE.

On the inside: the proven uPVC surfaces in radiating white
or foiled. On the outside: perfectly adjusted to the
ENERGYLINE profiles and clad in extruded aluminium
profiles, beautifully adorned in one of GAULHOFER’s three
aluminium shell designs PURE, SOFT or PLANE. Clearly
dressed to the nines!
Superior clamping technology guarantees the aluminium
shells’ permanent and firm seat while balancing possible
dimensional changes between uPVC and aluminium due to
temperature.
Contrary to white windows which are often perceived as
monotonous or colour limitations regarding foils, uPVC-aluminium windows offer a wide range of possibilities to design a façade. Attractive standard colours, select metallic
colours and astonishingly convincing wood décors applied
by means of high-quality and sturdy powder-coating are
weather-resistant, easy to clean and provide stunning
looks for many years.
Of course, the respective colour range matches all other
GAULHOFER product groups. Thus, uPVC-aluminium
windows can also be combined with the GAULHOFER woodaluminium, front door and accessory programmes.

ENERGYLINE 91.

GAULHOFER ENERGYLINE-S, E, P 91
AT A GLANCE.
• Installation depth 91 mm
• Reinforcements in the blind frame optionally in
steel, PowerDur or additionally foamed
• GAULHOFER Audiostop® triple sealing system
providing protection from noise, cold, wind and rain
• As standard with triple glazing and Thermostop®
spacers, optionally with Thermostop®-Plus
spacers
• Extremely dimensionally stable and torsionally
stiff thanks to circumferential PowerBond
glass-sash bonding
• optimum UW value of 0.59 W/m²K
• Standards aluminium design PURE
ENERGYLINE-S.
weather-resistant and easy to clean
• Limitless design options thanks to additional
aluminium design variants SOFT and PLANE
as well as comprehensive décor programme

ENERGYLINE-E.

ENERGYLINE-P.

ENERGYLINE

UPVC-ALUMINIUM
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ENERGYLINE PLATFORM.

TECHNOLOGY & ADVANTAGES.

ENERGYLINE-S.

THE ENERGYLINE TRILOGY.

UPVC
ENERGYLINE-S 85

With ENERGYLINE, GAULHOFER presents
a 3-stage uPVC line sporting the ratings
very good, excellent and
outstanding.

with steel reinforcements in the BF
UW values of 1.2 to 0.73 W/m²K

UPVC-ALUMINIUM
ENERGYLINE-S 91 PURE

Optionally with
rehabilitation
blind frame

ENERGYLINE-S with
steel in blind frame

The standard version
ENERGYLINE-S uses proven steel for its
blind frame.
ENERGYLINE-E does without steel reinforcements
in blind frame or sash! Specially developed for this
purpose, the highly stable PowerDur glass fibre
reinforcement is a real high-tech innovation.

ENERGYLINE-E.
UPVC
ENERGYLINE-E 85

ENERGYLINE-E with
PowerDur instead of steel

ENERGY PowerDur reinforcements
in the BF and sash
UW values of 1.2 to 0.65 W/m²K

In its foamed version, the premium model
ENERGYLINE-P guarantees excellent thermal
insulation properties. Effortlessly achieving
passive house standards!

UPVC-ALUMINIUM
ENERGYLINE-E 91 PURE

ENERGYLINE-E with
PowerDur in the blind
frame, additionally foamed

ENERGYLINE-P.
UPVC
ENERGYLINE-P 85

PLUS BF and foamed sash,
with ENERGY PowerDur reinforcements
UW values of 1.2 to 0.59 W/m²K

UPVC-ALUMINIUM
ENERGYLINE-P 91 PURE
Glass spacers

ENERGYLINE-S, E, P 91
Use of additional reinforcements in the blind frame and sash
depending on respective requirements such as type size
and static requirements.
Subject to technical modifications, mistakes and printing
errors.

24 UPVC AND UPVC-ALUMINIUM
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The semi-recessed SOFT aluminium shell does
without hard edges or corners yet still exhibits
clear lines.
The stepless PLANE aluminium shell gives the
outside a maximally straightforward appearance:
subtle and plane.

PowerBond bonding

SOFT

PLANE

THERMOSTOP® AND
THERMOSTOP® PLUS.
Thermally optimised glass spacers such
as the standard Thermostop® or optional
Thermostop®Plus – improve the heat
insulation of the glass edge and counteract
the annoying formation of condensate on
the glass.

POWERBOND.
GLUED ALL ROUND.

Further aluminium design variants for
U values calculated in accordance with EN 10077-1,
single-sash window, element size 1230 x 1480 mm, profile
white on both sides.

It prevents heat bridges and correspondingly
ensures significantly improved insulation
properties, increased living comfort and less
heating costs. Adding to this are the benefits of
a significantly lighter construction.

Thanks to the homogeneous, highly
durable PowerBond bonding method used
to join glass and sash, the window sash
always maintains its given shape. This
novel bonding method makes it extremely
dimensionally stable and warp resistant,
even compared to other bonded systems.

TECHNOLOGY & MODELS UPVC AND UPVC-ALUMINIUM
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SAVINGS
ACROSS THE
BOARD.

FOR ALL THOSE WHO DON’T
FANCY BURNING THEIR MONEY.
ERGOLINE-S 70 stands for a window generation that combines the seemingly incompatible:
Excellent insulation properties despite low installation
depths, combined with premium standard equipment.
With an optimum UW value of 0.75, ERGOLINE products
come very close to the very best. Available in the
installation depths 70, ERGOLINE is a highly maintenance-friendly window for a wide range of applications.

Upon request available with a rehabilitation blind frame –
providing a quick and clean solution for replacing
windows.
ERGOLINE-S 76 with aluminium shell is finished in the
popular PURE design with angular, offset shapes and is
available in all GAULHOFER aluminium colours.

GAULHOFER ERGOLINE-S
AT A GLANCE.
• Premium standard equipment
• Installation depths 70 and 76 (with aluminium shell)
optionally available with rehabilitation blind frame
• Centre seal with 3 sealing levels for a pleasant indoor climate
• Double and triple glazing standard with aluminium spacers,
optionally with Thermostop®
• with optimum UWvalue 0.78 W/m²K – very close to the best
• Design possibilities thanks to comprehensive décor programme
• available with PURE aluminium shell upon request
ERGOLINE-S.

ERGOLINE.

ERGOLINE

REHABILITATION
BLIND FRAME.

UPVC & UPVC-ALUMINIUM
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WIDTH FOR
NEW HORIZONS.
BARRIER-FREE OPENNESS
WITHOUT COMPROMISES.

GAULHOFER lift and slide doors open up new horizons and let really
large glass surfaces become reality. For light-flooded rooms and
unobstructed views. Thus, outside areas can be harmoniously integrated into one’s living area. Sliding sashes as easy to use as 1-2-3
and thermally divided thresholds with low,
barrier-free threshold heights are standard luxuries.
Furthermore, the new INLINE lift and slide doors offer An extra-slim
construction and entirely frameless fixed elements. For a delightfully reduced look.
Also available from GAULHOFER: Generous fold and slide doors
that open up entire walls. Super-flexible and space-saving parallel
slide and tilt doors.
Large and sliding elements from GAULHOFER are available in all
material groups and can be perfectly combined with all GAULHOFER
window systems.

LARGE ELEMENTS.

LARGE ELEMENTS
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A GRAND
APPEARANCE.
TRUE GREATNESS COMES
FROM WITHIN.

Never before have humans spent more time indoors and
less outdoors. Consequently, it is a central element of
contemporary quality of living and life to be able to open
indoor space to the outside – in the most generous way.
GAULHOFER large elements create openness to the outside world and offer practically no-threshold transitions
for more light, air and freedom, while maintaining maximum security in terms of thermal insulation.

NEW, IMPROVED
CONSTRUCTION FOR
WOOD AND WOOD-ALUMINIUM
LIFT & SLIDE DOORS!

LIFT & SLIDE DOORS.

LARGE ELEMENTS
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WIDE AND FAR.

GAULHOFER’s new wood and wood-aluminium lift and slide doors from the NATURELINE, FUSIONLINE and INLINE series
combine comfort, flexibility, security and design in a single product. Their unique equipment details make
these lift and slide doors all-round works of high-tech art. Bringing the views into your living room
has never looked better.

FLUSH
GUIDE RAIL
The rail which is concealed at the top
is installed flush in the frame. Experience unimpeded vision for there are
no projecting fittings. The guide rail
ensures the sliding door remains safe
and easy to move.

MULTI-CHAMBER
SEALING PROFILE
Made from a plastic material, the multi-chamber
sealing profile consisting of four seals provides
optimal thermal insulation as well as high levels of
wind and driving rain tightness while simultaneously preventing condensation build-up.

COMFORT END-OF-TRAVEL DAMPER*

ANTI-DISTORTION GEAR*

Decelerates the sash when it’s closed with force and reduces the shutting noise. This outstanding shutting comfort reduces the sash’s impact
and thus protects the surrounding walls in the long run. It furthermore
prevents possible injuries resulting, for instance, from fingers getting
caught. The end-of-travel damper optionally replaces the standard
buffer.

The anti-distortion gear allows for the
simple adjustment of sashes. Slight
bending that may result, for instance,
from climatic conditions (summer/winter)
can thus be balanced with ease and
comfort. The gear is concealed behind the
aluminium shell.

ALUMINIUM PROFILE
The two-part aluminium profile allows
for replacing panes from the outside.
Thus, the aluminium shell and the
surrounding walls remain untouched
in the event of a pane replacement.

GEAR DAMPER*
Reduces resistance and makes the lever
move back into its position slowly and
smoothly. The gear damper is concealed
and can be retrofitted.

FRAMELESS
FIXED GLAZING
The wood-aluminium INLINE lift and
slide door’s visual treat is its almost
frameless fixed glazing. Together with
the slim casings, the larger glass areas
let more light and sunshine into one’s
living space.

RETRACTABLE
LOCKING HOOKS*
Made of steel, the locking hooks are made
to entirely retract into the sash by the
lever’s position when the door is opened.
Thanks to its special shape, the locking
hook is inserted into the flush locking part
in a contact-free manner when closing the
door. No locking parts are projecting and
nothing impedes the vision.

SLIM
CASING
Provides the largest possible daylight area and improves insulation
values for increased living comfort
and more efficient energy balance.

*) optional special equipment

32

LARGE ELEMENTS

GRP GROUND SILL
Made of glass fibre reinforced plastic (GRP),
this ground sill provides effective cold
and heat insulation and ensures effective
insulation at the door’s connection with the
floor. Optional insertion and substructure
insulation profiles provide highest levels of
thermal insulation.

FLUSH TREAD THRESHOLD*

Illustration: GAULHOFER INLINE

This visually appealing solution allows for almost flush
level compensation between the interior and exterior floor.
This makes the sliding door a design element in your living
space. Combined with the GRP ground sill with flush guide
rail and tread threshold, the lift and slide door becomes
handicapped accessible. However, the tread threshold can
easily be replaced at any time.

LARGE ELEMENTS
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ENERGYLINE:
IN THE BIG
LEAGUE.

MORE SIZE, FREEDOM AND VIEWS.
GAULHOFER’s ENERGYLINE uPVC lift and slide doors also
make properly large openings and glass areas come true.
Lots of free space and magnificent views thanks to premium
construction and workmanship. Due to unique insulation
quality, the elements manufactured in Mäder in Vorarlberg
combine true size with optimum living comfort.

FOR EVEN BETTER INSULATION
ENERGYLINE-P.
The PLUS option among ENERGYLINE lift and slide doors is in a class
of its own. With additional insulation in frame, threshold and guide
rail made from glass-fibre-reinforced uPVC, it offers a sensational
optimum UW value of 0.72 W/m²K.
Not only does this help you save on heating costs, it also yields a
PLUS in comfort.

NEW! Optionally with
“SOLID GLASS” glass light optimised fixed frame

LIFT AND SLIDE DOOR
ENERGYLINE-S.
This construction does everything right: Its 85-mm
sash installation depth allows for properly large glass areas
with optimum insulation values. Even in standard trim
these elements achieve optimum UW values suitable for passive houses. Excellent design, maximum comfort of use and
a level, cleanly divided threshold are included as a matter of
fact. Foiled elements are furthermore available with Cool Color
technology providing protection against overheating and
distortion. Or, you could go for the uPVC-aluminium option
with elegant aluminium outside shell, available in almost all
colours and with attractive wood décors.
All ENERGYLINE lift and slide doors are
available in uPVC-aluminium.
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LARGE ELEMENTS

LARGE ELEMENTS
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SOMETHING
TRULY
SPECIAL.
FOCUSSING ON SOLUTIONS
AND CLEVER DETAILS.

GAULHOFER’s serial production already pumps out
a wide range of different windows and doors. On top
of that, however, we are often confronted with special
requirements towards design or architecture we need to
meet using special constructions – from beam-and-post
façade structures to multiple-track lift and slide doors.
Our wood engineers can draw on almost 100 years of
window construction experience that has been passed
down through generations. The more exciting the task, the
greater the challenge and the more valuable the trove of
experience.
Together with designers and architects, we find solutions
for almost any need.

SPECIAL
VERSIONS.

SPECIAL VERSIONS
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CLEARLY
MORE LIVING
SPACE.

GS-SEALING.
THE VISIONLINE SPECIAL SEAL.
VISIONLINE glazing is sealed on the inside and outside using
a high-quality wet sealing material especially developed for
façades that seals reliably and absolutely tight: That guarantees
permanently dry glass edges – as sort of life insurance for your
glass and the basis for reliable long-term durability.

ARCHTECTURE AS A MEANS TO
BROADEN HORIZONS.

GAULHOFER’s VISIONLINE makes the dream of frameless
views of the outside become reality. This window frame is
supposed to entirely disappear into the wall and ceiling.
The technical challenge thereby lies in the function of the
“Invisible” frame profiles: Thermal division from inside and
outside, without annoying condensate build-up or
unpleasant cold radiation – a system that truly insulates
and seals.
GAULHOFER’s intelligent solid glass system offers THE
matured solution for demanding architecture
using generous glass areas.

VISIONLINE THERMO PROFILE.
For the designated VISIONLINE solid glass profile, two aluminium profiles are bonded in a homogeneous way by means of a
special high-tech thermo profile. The thermo profiles combine
outstanding rigidity with excellent insulation properties. In
short: They are extremely strong, stable and provide the same
insulation properties as upgraded insulation.
Contrary to conventional systems, heat bridges and condensate build-up can be practically ruled out. Thus, one does not
need additional or integrated heating systems. Thanks to
completely tight wet sealing with GS-SEALING, one can even
do without visually disruptive dewatering systems. The new
aluminium snap strip allows for easy installation, even the
glass can be replaced on a fully installed profile.
This exclusive GAULHOFER innovation yields energetically
optimised floor connection that practically rules out condensation build-up in all areas.

VISIONLINE.

Aluminium
snap strip.

VISIONLINE thermo profile.

FULLY
STABLE.

SOLIDLY ANCHORED,
PERMANENTLY BONDED.
Co-developed by GAULHOFER, the proven brand fittings
ensure optimum function and are full of clever details:
self-adjusting and rolling mushroom pins, slide coating
and highly durable materials for high-level operating
comfort and extra security.
A visual highlight: Fully concealed hinges provide
stunning looks without visible fitting components
when viewed from inside. At the same time, they offer a
circumferential seal in the sash overlap, thus supporting
sound insulation and tightness. Multi-functionality
included. The fittings’ immense load capacity of up to
150 kg guarantees security and stability, even for large
windows and heaviest functional and triple glazing.

KEEPING A FIRM GRIP.
HANDLE “REGULAR“
Naturally anodized or white

Simply elegant!
The design of the GAULHOFER standard handle
REGULAR offers discreet elegance. It is also optionally
available in two lockable versions with key or press
button.

DESIGNER HANDLE “BOW”
Naturally anodized, Secustik®

Easy to grip!
The subtly bow-shaped handle with SECUSTIK®
technology is pleasant to the touch, and embodies perfected, elegantly realized product design.

DESIGNER HANDLE “STRAIGHT”
Stainless steel look, Secustik®

ADVANTAGES AT A
GLANCE.
• Extremely high load capacity: 130 kg as
standard, up to 150 kg with concealed
option
• Elegant inside view
with fully concealed option
• Extra security thanks to multiple mushroom pin locking

FITTINGS.

Playing it safe!
The straightforward design handle with SECUSTIK®
Technology offers even better protection against
burglars through its novel, acoustically supported
locking mechanism.

DESIGNER HANDLE “PURE”
Stainless steel look, Secustik®

Purist!
With its angular, plain stainless steel look, this
designer handle is geared to today’s trends.

Secustik®

AUDIBLY SECURE.
All Secustik® Series designer handles are
equipped with an easily audible, special locking
mechanism. This system makes it harder for
uninvited guests to move the window handle
from the outside.
When turning the Secustik® handle, the self-locking locking mechanism precisely snaps into the
various handle positions. Optionally as lockable
version with key.

FITTINGS.
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ON THE SAFE
SIDE.
NO CHANCE
FOR BURGLARS.

Statistics don’t lie.
According to police crime statistics, the number of house
and flat break-ins have stabilised at a high level.
More than 80 % of all break-ins are committed by prising
open windows and casement door on terraces or balconies. Most often, the burglars use a simple screwdriver.
Not many houses are broken in through the front door and
window panes are broken even more seldom.
That’s why it’s particularly important to protect windows
and casement doors against being prised open, thus making life harder for burglars through simple means. With the
adequate security equipment from GAULHOFER, that’s as
easy as 1-2-3.

PUTTING AN END TO BURGLARIES.
INCREASED SECURITY
GAULHOFER’s 4-Point Security makes life
harder for burglars. They are always in
a hurry. Compared with conventional standard
equipment, this system makes quick, nownoise break-ins much more difficult.
1

The windows are additionally equipped
with 4 mushroom pins made from special
steel. With their T-shaped form, they fall into
sturdy locking parts made from high-strength
die-cast material. The locking parts are bolted
to the blind frame
with 3 bolts.

2
Mushroom
pin locking

Zuschlagsicherung und integrierte Sparlüftung

Laminated
safety glass

Drilling protection

SECURE GRIP.
Aufbohrschutz

Lockable window handles are simple
and effective. The entire fitting mechanics can
only moved when the window handle
is unlocked. A cost-efficient and effective
add-on for increased security.
Details on the handles on page 41.
Flügelheber mit Fehlbedienungssperre

STRONG BOND.
Laminated safety glass offers
increased protection against attacks such as
breaking or cutting. It forms a glass barrier
Pilzzapfen im Beschlag
that puts up a fight, even
in shattered state. Destruction attempts take
longer and cause much more noise.
Information on additional security packages
such as 8-POINT SECURITY and RC2 equipment
can be obtained through your qualified
GAULHOFER partner – your professional
address for information surrounding the topic of
security.

SECURITY.

4

3
Mushroom pin
locking mechanism

Illustration: GAULHOFER INLINE window system
with 4-Point locking mechanism security equipment,
laminated safety glass and Secustik® handle
with self-locking locking mechanism.
Available for all GAULHOFER window systems.

SECURITY
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BEAUTIFUL
LIVING.

WITH NEW WINDOWS FOR YOUR
OLD HOME.
New, energy-efficient windows are a top priority when
rehabilitating a home. Even though they only account
for some 8 % of the building envelope, old windows are
responsible for up to 40 % of a house’s annual energy
consumption.
Replacing the windows will save you energy and money
– for many years. That is why it is of utmost importance
to focuson good quality – both with the windows and with
their installation – for even the slightest inaccuracies
during installation will have massive negative effects on
energy efficiency and may also damage your window or
its structural environment in the long term.
Your professional GAULHOFER partner guarantees quick,
clean and professional installation. They also know
everything about applicable subsidies – for example in
the area of thermal rehabilitation.

REHABILITATION.

REHABILITATION.
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WHAT OUR VALUES
MEAN.

THE BENEFIT IS IN
THE DETAIL.
WET SEALING.

THERMALINSULATION
(U VALUES).
The better your window’s thermal insulation, the less energy
will escape to the outside. This is measured with the socalled U-value, the thermal transmission coefficient. The
lower this coefficient is, the better are your window’s
insulation characteristics.
For you, the really significant value is the one showing
you the window’s overall performance – the UW value. It
derives from several partial values – the Ug value, which
solely refers to the glass, the Uf value or the frame and the
PSI-value for the glass edge.

By the way: All compound windows have a UW value of
approx. 3.0 W/m2K while windows with insulation glazing
achieve between 2.8 and 3.0 W/m2K. GAULHOFER’s champion energy saver ENERGYLINE PLUS achieves 0.59 W/m2K.
UW value: The window’s overall thermal insulation value
(“w” as in “window”)
Ug value: The glass’s thermal insulation value
(“g” as in “glass”)
Uf value: The frame’s thermal insulation value
(“f” as in “frame”)

SOUND INSULATION
(R VALUES).
A window’s noise insulation characteristics are determined
by measuring the difference between the sound level
inside and the one outside and is expressed in dB (decibel).
If, for example, a car passes in front of your window and
emits 100 dB of sound and you only hear 65 dB, your window has a sound insulation value RW of 35 dB. The higher a
window’s RW-value, the better its noise insulation. The higher
a window’s RW value, the better its noise insulation.

By the way: Noise insulation windows score points with
the thickness of the glass. Thanks to GAULHOFER windows’
generous construction depth, we are able to offer perfect
noise insulation for practically all elements without making
compromises in terms of thermal insulation.

WINDOW LIFE INSURANCE – TAKE ONE.
FOR WOOD AND WOOD-ALUMINIUM WINDOWS.
The sophisticated manually press-fitted wet-sealing made
from UV-resistant GAULHOFER silicone keeps the glass
connection tightly and permanently sealed. This safely and
sustainably prevents damp from getting into the construction – inside and out.

Manually
press-fitted.

DAMPFSTOP®.
WINDOW LIFE INSURANCE – TAKE TWO.
FOR WOOD AND WOOD-ALUMINIUM WINDOWS.
The sophisticated, durable sealing of the glazing bead
to the sash is an exclusive GAULHOFER innovation:
Dampfstop® prevents damp ambient air (water vapour)
from getting into the glass fold from the humid indoor
climate. This keeps the glass composite dry and the sash
wood pretty. You will first notice this invisible detail when you
realise you haven’t noticed any impairments after years.
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With Dampfstop®.

Without Dampfstop®.

AUDIOSTOP®.

ADDED VALUES.
Incoming radiation is measured by the level of solar energy
present outside and expressed in the g value. The higher a
window’s transmittance in %, the more energy you can bring
into your house through the windows. The optical transmittance value TL shows how many percent of the light energy
present in the house’s proximity can pass to the interior. The
higher the TL value the brighter the inside of your house.

Permanently tight.

THE ACCURATELY PLACED TRIPLE SEAL
THAT REALLY WORKS. FOR ALL GAULHOFER WOOD AND
WOOD-ALUMINIUM WINDOWS.
GAULHOFER’s elaborate Audiostop® keeps noise, cold,
wind and rain outside, thanks to three circumferential
seals. GAULHOFER’s central seal is perfectly positioned
with regard to the 10-degree isothermal curve,
efficiently fighting annoying condensation build-up in
the rebate area.

By the way: GAULHOFER also offers sunlight protection and
solar glasses. You can choose to increase or lower the g –
and TL values to suit your personal needs.

Optimum
isothermal circulation

Conventional
isothermal circulation.

Warm and dry.

Cold and moisture
seep in.
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BEAUTIFUL
VIEWS
WITH FULL
PRIVACY.

STYLISHLY INDIVIDUAL.
GAULHOFER wooden window shutters –
available as classic blinds and board shutters
– give your home a special charm.
Comfortably operated with one hand from
inside, shutter fittings such as the espagnolette and the handy snap-in holders are
standard and remain unobstrusive.

WINDOW SHUTTERS:
FUNCTIONAL, TRADITIONAL,
TIMELESSLY BEAUTIFUL.

Window: one-part, one-sash, RAL 9016 Traffic White
Bars: M-bars
Blind shutter: two-sash, RAL 7045 Tele Grey 1

Every now and then, you want to leave the hustle and
bustle of the rest of the world outside. GAULHOFER window
shutters are the perfect solution. They provide effective
sight and sun protection, while remaining stylish and timelessly beautiful. Simultaneously, they increase break-in
protection and provide additional heat protection.

Larch window: one-part, two-sash, medium larch glaze
Bars: A-bars
Board shutter: two-sash, medium larch glaze

TIMELESSLY BEAUTIFUL.
Aluminium window shutters – sturdy, weather-resistant and low-maintenance – are available as blinds, infill shutters and blind-infill
shutters.
Except for ERGOLINE all GAULHOFER window
systems are available as complete packages
with the shutters already pre-installed. On
the INLINE and ENERGYLINE window ranges,
they are attached to the window by means of
an installation frame.

WINDOW SHUTTERS.

Window: one-part, one-sash, RAL 9016 Traffic White
Bars: E-bars
Infill shutter: two-sash, RAL 7045 Tele Grey 1 (image for illustration only)

WINDOW SHUTTERS
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WELCOME
HOME.

ENTER A WORLD OF VARIETY.
Its front door gives your home its distinctive flavour while
saying a lot about its owner. It’s the gate to your personal
living space. With its unique look, you set special
accents and showcase your lifestyle. Our exceptionally
wide range, combined with limitless design possibilities
will give every house, every façade a special, truly individual and distinct charm.
Front doors need to fulfil many purposes. Protecting
the inhabitants from the elements and providing security
are just as important as premium workmanship, appealing
design and easy operation.
Apart from unique looks, GAULHOFER’s wood, woodaluminium and aluminium front doors offer further,
remarkable and additional functions – added value as
standard, at no surcharge! The doors provide permanent
operating comfort, high durability and distortion-resistance
while meeting increasing demands towards security.
Enter GAULHOFER’s world of front doors! Select your dream
GAULHOFER front door and bring intelligent technology,
stunning looks and premium workmanship into your home.

FRONT DOORS.

FRONT DOORS
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SELECT AND
DESIGN.
STUNNING LOOKS AND
INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY.

GAULHOFER front doors – aesthetics, diversity, stability
and durability exemplified. An appealing design, classy
appliqués, stainless steel subtly applied or classic lines:
GAULHOFER front doors wow with their clear and convincing look as well as their outstanding craftsmanship, while
meeting even the most stringent heat insulation and
security requirements.
Their high-quality wood, wood-aluminium and aluminium
constructions provide optimum insulation characteristics.
Equipped with state-of-the-art security systems,
GAULHOFER front doors ensure optimum protection from
uninvited guests. Every model achieves low energy or
passive house standards. Equipped with state-of-the-art
security systems, GAULHOFER front doors ensure optimum protection from uninvited guests.
GAULHOFER doors made from wood or wood-aluminium
are completely natural! We use spruce, larch or oak
felled in winter and sourced from sustainable forestry. As
standard, the surface is veneered vertically and optionally
cross-veneered. Larch and oak are also available in knotty
and knotty brushed hand-oiled country-style. When it
comes to its design, the optionally flush version scores
points with its concealed fittings. The available colours
and surfaces perfectly match the GAULHOFER window
programmes.
Thanks to a wide array of colours, handles, fittings and
glasses, no wish remains unfulfilled. Side elements,
oversized elements, doors opening outwards, biometric
access systems and security packages for increased
break-in protection round off the portfolio.
Thus, you can select and design your own
personal front door.

FITS THE
BIG PICTURE.

OUTSTANDING VARIETY.

ANYTHING BUT TRIVIAL.

HAUSTÜREN AUS HOLZ.

FUSIONLINE.
HAUSTÜREN AUS HOLZ-ALU.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN
GAULHOFER’S
WORLD OF FRONT DOORS.

Buildings often have more than one entrance area. While
the front door needs to meet certain visual requirements,
side doors are mostly about functionality. GAULHOFER
wood-aluminium side doors, however, manage to combine
both, making them the perfect way to reach garages, car
ports, gardens and courtyards.
With their clean design, they sport an unobtrusive look
while protecting your side or auxiliary entrance from uninvited guests. Manufactured with the utmost precision,
all models are available in outwards- and inwards-opening
versions in wood, wood-aluminium (spruce and larch) and
aluminium.

NATURELINE.

Model NET-H01 (WOOD)

Model NET-H04 (WOOD)

In case you can’t find your dream model, GAULHOFER offers
500 additional wood, wood-aluminium and aluminium
models in the framework of its front door range. Order your
FRONT DOOR CATALOGUE NOW at gaulhofer.com – it’s simple
and involves no obligations.

gaulhofer.com

EXCLUSIV.

HAUSTÜREN AUS ALUMINIUM.

TOP 10

The GAULHOFER professional partner closest to you will
gladly assist you in making your imagination and
wishes come true.
Or, you can use our FRONT DOOR CONFIGURATION TOOL
at gaulhofer.com/haustueren and design your dream model
according to your taste – it’s as easy as 1-2-3.

Includes full-size front door threshold and triple locking
mechanism, attractive glass options and large range of
colours. Fits the big picture.

gaulhofer.com

GAULHOFER ADRESSEN AUF EINEN BLICK.

EXCLUSIV.

Immerse yourself in the fascinating world of GAULHOFER
front doors – the best of NATURELINE, FUSIONLINE,
EXCLUSIV and SELECT.
Gaulhofer Industrie-Holding GmbH
A-8124 Übelbach
T: +43 (0) 3125 / 28 22-0, F: +43 (0) 3125 / 28 22-451
welcome@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com

HAUSTÜREN AUS ALUMINIUM.

BEST OF.

Schauraum Wien
Klingerstraße 4, A-1230 Wien
T: +43 (0) 1 / 667 16 19, F: +43 (0) 1 / 665 72 55
wien@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com

Büro Wels
Inn 25, A-4632 Pichl/Wels
T: +43 (0) 7249 / 490 90, F: +43 (0) 7249 / 490 90-27
wels@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com

Model NET-HA05 (WOOD-ALUMINIUM)

Model NET-HA02 (WOOD-ALUMINIUM)

Gaulhofer Deutschland GmbH & Co KG
Fenster und Türen
Gutenbergstraße 9, D-85646 Anzing
T: +49 (0) 8121 / 930 20, F: +49 (0) 8121 / 465 85
deutschland@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com/de
Niederlassung Ellwangen – Baden-Württemberg
Franz-Rueff-Straße 10, D-73479 Ellwangen-Neunheim
T: +49 (0) 7961 / 91 40-0, F: +49 (0) 7961 / 91 40-40
www.gaulhofer.com/de

Ihr GAULHOFER Fachpartner:

Niederlassung Hermsdorf
Rodaer Straße 43, D-07629 Hermsdorf
T: +49 (0) 36601 / 590-0, F: +49 (0) 36601 / 828 05
www.gaulhofer.com/de

Gaulhofer Schweiz AG
schweiz@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com/ch

© 2016 Gaulhofer Industrie-Holding GmbH. Alle Rechte vorbehalten. Kein Teil dieser Unterlagen darf ohne ausdrückliche schriftliche
Erlaubnis der Gaulhofer Industrie-Holding GmbH für irgendwelche Zwecke vervielfältigt oder übertragen werden.
Druckfehler und Irrtümer sowie technische Änderungen vorbehalten. Die Produktfotografie kann auch Sonderausstattungslösungen zeigen.

EIN FENSTER LANG,
EIN LEBEN LANG.

gaulhofer.com

gaulhofer.com

Rücken
7 mm

GAULHOFER ADRESSEN AUF EINEN BLICK.

SELECT.

Gaulhofer Industrie-Holding GmbH
A-8124 Übelbach
T: +43 (0) 3125 / 28 22-0, F: +43 (0) 3125 / 28 22-451
welcome@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com

HAUSTÜREN AUS ALUMINIUM.

BEST OF.

Schauraum Wien
Klingerstraße 4, A-1230 Wien
T: +43 (0) 1 / 667 16 19, F: +43 (0) 1 / 665 72 55
wien@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com
Büro Wels
Inn 25, A-4632 Pichl/Wels
T: +43 (0) 7249 / 490 90, F: +43 (0) 7249 / 490 90-27
wels@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com

Gaulhofer Deutschland GmbH & Co KG
Fenster und Türen
Gutenbergstraße 9, D-85646 Anzing
T: +49 (0) 8121 / 930 20, F: +49 (0) 8121 / 465 85
deutschland@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com/de
Niederlassung Ellwangen – Baden-Württemberg
Franz-Rueff-Straße 10, D-73479 Ellwangen-Neunheim
T: +49 (0) 7961 / 91 40-0, F: +49 (0) 7961 / 91 40-40
www.gaulhofer.com/de

Ihr GAULHOFER Fachpartner:

Niederlassung Hermsdorf
Rodaer Straße 43, D-07629 Hermsdorf
T: +49 (0) 36601 / 590-0, F: +49 (0) 36601 / 828 05
www.gaulhofer.com/de

Gaulhofer Schweiz AG
schweiz@gaulhofer.com
www.gaulhofer.com/ch

Model NET-A06 (ALUMINIUM)

Model NET-A03 (ALUMINIUM)
All side doors are available in wood,
wood-aluminium and aluminium.

SIDE DOORS.

© 2016 Gaulhofer Industrie-Holding GmbH. Alle Rechte vorbehalten. Kein Teil dieser Unterlagen darf ohne ausdrückliche schriftliche
Erlaubnis der Gaulhofer Industrie-Holding GmbH für irgendwelche Zwecke vervielfältigt oder übertragen werden.
Druckfehler und Irrtümer sowie technische Änderungen vorbehalten. Die Produktfotografie kann auch Sonderausstattungslösungen zeigen.

EIN FENSTER LANG,
EIN LEBEN LANG.

gaulhofer.com

gaulhofer.com

Rücken
6 mm

SIDE DOORS
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COLOURS
EVERYWHERE.
GAULHOFER’S RANGE OF
COLOURS MAKES ALL YOUR
DESIGN WISHES COME TRUE.

STANDARDCOLOURS-GLAZES

COVERING GLAZES

177 Natural glaze on spruce

298 Olive Grey glaze on spruce

300 Olive Brown glaze on spruce

RAL 6005** Moss green

164 Teak glaze on spruce

301 White glaze on spruce*

297 Silk Grey glaze on spruce

RAL 7045** Tele Grey 1

165 Nut glaze on spruce

163 Oak glaze on spruce

299 Smoke Grey glaze on spruce

289 Tuscany Antique glaze on spruce

178 Natural glaze on larch

171 Medium larch glaze on larch

174 Teak glaze on larch

173 Oak glaze on larch

307 Walnut glaze on oak

308 oiled glaze on oak

306 Silk Grey glaze on oak

305 Teak glaze on oak

Anything is possible with GAULHOFER’s range of colours and
glazes. Perfectly colour-match windows, doors, sun and
insect screens.
A new, extended colour chart is available for aluminium
shells. The majority of colours is available in the highly
durable weather-resistant type without surcharge.
The following is a selection of the most popular colours. The
GAULHOFER professional partner closest to you will gladly
show you the entire range.

COLOURS & DÉCORS.

RAL 9016** Traffic white

SPECIAL GLAZES

290 Tuscany Antique glaze on larch

288 Oiled glaze on larch

313 Transparent satin glaze
on spruce

*304 Transparent glaze on oak

314 Transparent satin glaze
on larch

315 Transparent satin glaze
on oak

Originals can deviate in colour due to conditions of printing.
When choosing the colour, always use the original colour sample
For care and cleaning of surfaces we recommend the GAULHOFER cleaning products.
*) Suitable for interior application only. When used outside, warranty on surface and functionality is limited (risk of distortion)
**) colour similar to RAL. Additional tones from RAL colour chart upon request.

COLOURS & DÉCORS.
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ALUMINIUM-RAL TOPSELECT

RAL 6005m Satin Moss Green

ALUMINIUM METALLIC COLOURS

DM 01
Satin Metallic Antique Dark Green

RAL 7012m Satin Basalt Grey

DM 02
Satin Metallic Grey

RAL 7015m Satin Slate Grey

RAL 7016m Satin Anthracite

DM 03
Satin Metallic Antique Dark Grey

DM 05
Satin Rusty Copper Brown

RAL 7021m Satin Black Grey

RAL 7035m Satin Light Grey

DM 06
Satin Antique White

HFM21
Satin Rusty Iron Brown

RAL 8017m Satin Chocolate Brown

RAL 8003m Satin Clay Brown

HFM22
Satin Rusty Copper Brown

Q2S Quartz 2

RAL 8019m Satin Grey Brown

RAL 9016m Satin Traffic White

PLASTIC DÉCOR PROGRAMME - FOILS

DB703m
Tiger 68/80045 satin metallic

RAL 9006m
Satin White Aluminium

RAL 9007m
Satin Grey Aluminium

CO1
Anodised colour similar to A6/C0

Old White

Beige

Mountain pine

Oregon 3

Sheffield Oak light

Douglas fir

Golden Oak

Newcastle Oak

Noce Sorrento Balsamico

Walnut

Mahogany

Moss Green

Grey sand structure

Basalt Grey sand structure

Alux DB 703

Anthracite Grey sand structure

All colours from the ALU-RAL TOPSELECT range are
available in the “highly weather-resistant” fine structure
version at no surcharge.
Further Satin and glossy RAL colours available upon
request.

ALUMINIUM WOODEN DÉCORS

HDFS01
Satin Larch fine structure

HDFS02
Satin Oak fine structure

HDFS03
Satin Light Cherry fine structure

HDFS04
Satin Dark Cherry fine structure

HDFS05
Satin Golden Oak fine structure

HDFS06
Satin Mahogany fine structure

HDFS07
Satin Wenge fine structure

HDFS08
Satin Pine fine structure

58 COLOURS & DÉCORS.

HDFS09
Satin Oak Effect fine structure

COLOURS & DÉCORS.
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ORNAMENT GLASS.

Satinato white

Pave white

Cathedral hammered finish small white

Master Carré, white

Ornament 504 white

Chinchilla white

Rough-cast glass white

Uadi white

Old-German K white

Linea white

Ornament 523 white

ORNAMENT GLASS.
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SEPARATE
VIEWS.
APPEALING BAR DESIGN.
Metal
M-bar, 8 mm,
in the gap between the insulation glass panes

The bars determine the look of your windows, even more
so than the line and frame design. Undivided glass areas
do not match every house and its inhabitants.
Elegantly slim or expressively dominant:
Bars give windows their ‘face’. The variety of versions and
practically limitless pitch options make every window a
one-off.
Attached, glass-separating or installed in the pane gap,
colour-matched or contrasting: Bars highlight one’s
desire for individuality. For every type of architecture and
every taste.

Wood
A-bar, 25 mm,
fitted onto the glass

uPVC
A-bar, 26 mm,
fitted onto the glass

Metal
M-bar, 18 mm,
in the gap between the insulation glass panes

Wood
A-bar, 38 mm,
fitted onto the glass

uPVC
A-bar, 36 mm,
fitted onto the glass

Metal
M-bar, 26 mm,
in the gap between the insulation glass panes

Wood
GT-bar, 78/94/111/115/132 mm
separates the glass into individual fields

uPVC
GT bar, 70/84/104*mm
separates the glass into individual fields

Metal
M-bar, 45 mm
in the gap between the insulation glass

* Restrictions due to structural constraints possible

BARS.

CHAPTER NAME

Subtitle
BARS.
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THE GAULHOFER DNA.
QUALITY HAS BEEN IN GAULHOFER’S DNA
FOR ALMOST 100 YEARS.
GAULHOFER has been making windowsfor almost 100 years. The company was

founded by Karl Gaulhofer in 1919. Industrial window production proper
started in 1963 when GAULHOFER entered the manufacture of so-called
standard windows.
The first natural wood windows came onto the market in the 1970s. Made by

GAULHOFER. Soon afterwards, in 1977 , the company started building a
distribution network in Germany. Today, GAULHOFER quality is exported
to all corners of the globe. In order to be able to directly serve the growing
market for uPVC windows, too, Gaulhofer opened its production facility in
Mäder (province of Vorarlberg) in1987.
In the mid-1990s, GAULHOFER was the first to offer wood-aluminium
windows for private customers. Since 2000 GAULHOFER ranks among the
largest window manufacturers in Europe. In 2005 GAULHOFER adopted the
advantages of bonding technology used in the automotive and aerospace
industry for its window production.
In 2011, GAULHOFER presented VISIONLINE: A novel frame-less all-glass
system that properly insulates and seals. By 2013, GAULHOFER had
renewed the entire collection in wood, wood-aluminium, uPVC and uPVCaluminium.

SUSTAINABLE.
Know-how in window manufacturing
specific to the Alpine regions and the
notion of sustainability are both at
home at GAULHOFER.
This notion and its responsibility for
nature and the environment are central
to GAULHOFER’s economic activities.
Energy efficiency and responsible use
of resources – for instance through
closed utilisation cycles – are being put
into practice in all areas at GAULHOFER:
From product development to materials
to production to quality products.

At the turn of the year 2014, GAULHOFER introduced INLINE – a new
generation of windows that are flush on the inside and outside as well as
matured when it comes to building physics.

PROFESSIONAL
PARTNERS.
COMPETENT WINDOW
ADVICE AND SERVICE
IN YOUR VICINITY.
Purchasing windows is a matter of trust and GAULHOFER
windows and doors are valuable investments into one’s future.
This is why – for your benefit – GAULHOFER relies on a tight
network of partners.
Receiving ongoing training and exhibiting outstanding trustworthiness, only authorised specialised dealers supply GAULHOFER
brand products. They make sure you receive competent advice
and best service in your vicinity.
Your GAULHOFER professionally delivers:
• tailored offers
• technical clarification and mass surveys
• competent advice regarding building physics,
energy saving and subsidies
• fast and clean installation at the current state of
technology
• care and maintenance tips
• first service contact
We look forward to receiving your inquiry!

2015 saw the introduction of GAULHOFER ERGOLINE, the slim energy-saver
for slim budgets. Additionally, GAULHOFER presented a comprehensive
range of front doors, offering doors for every house, guaranteed.
With their new construction improved in 2016, lift and slide doors from
the INLINE, FUSIONLINE and NATURELINE series, GAULHOFER combines
comfort, flexibility, security and design in a single product.
In 2017, the reduced design of the INLINE wood-aluminium windows
received a SPECIAL MENTION at the German Design Awards.

HISTORY.

Received a special mention
in the category Building
& Elements by the German Design
Awards 2017’s high-ranking expert jury.

Look for your GAULHOFER professional partner:
www.gaulhofer.com/kontakt/haendlersuche

GAULHOFER HISTORY
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LASTING VALUES.

The lower a window’s thermal insulation value UW the lower its heat loss through the element. This is why
GAULHOFER energy saver windows guarantee transparent customer benefits, clearly quantifiable in Cents and Euros
saved on costly heating energy – for a window’s life time!

Its technical values reveal how much a window is ‘worth’. We have compiled the excellent thermal insulation values
of GAULHOFER’s product lines for you in a clearly arranged fashion.
You can count on GAULHOFER!

Thermal insulation UW
and sound insulation RW
with select thermal
insulation glass

UPVC / UPVC-ALUMINIUM.

GAULHOFER
WINDOW SYSTEMS
INSTALLATION DEPTHS
2 panes
3 panes

WOOD

ERGOLINE-S

ENERGYLINE-S

ENERGYLINE-E

ENERGYLINE-P

INLINE

FUSIONLINE

FUSIONLINE

NATURELINE

NATURELINE

70/76

85/91

85/91

85/91

91

94

108

78

92

UW value

Thermal insulation glass

WOOD-ALUMINIUM

RW

Type of glass

Ug value:

ALU

TS

GM11

1.1

1.3

1.2

42

GM10

1.0

1.2

1.1

42

GM07

0.7

0.99

0.92

38

UW value

RW

TS

TSP

1.2

1.2

44

1.2

1.1

43

0.88

0.87

45

UW value

RW

UW value
TS

TSP

–

–

RW

UW value

RW

UW value

RW

UW value

RW

UW value

UW value

RW

RW

TS

TSP

1.2

1.1

44

1.1

1.1

43

–

–

–

–

–

–

1.1

1.1

42

–

–

–

1.1

1.1

42

–

–

–

0.87

0.85

46

0.81

0.79

46

0.91

0.87

45

0.92

0.90

42

0.89

0.85

45

0.91

0.90

42

0.88

0.86

45

–

TS

TSP

–

–

–

TS

TSP

1.2

1.2

45

TS

TSP

–

–

–

TS

TSP

1.2

1.2

45

TS

TPS

–

–

–

GM06

0.6

0.93

0.85

33

0.81

0.80

45

0.80

0.78

46

0.75

0.72

46

0.84

0.81

45

0.85

0.83

42

0.82

0.78

47

0.84

0.83

42

0.82

0.79

48

GM05

0.5

0.86

0.78

38

0.74

0.73

45

0.73

0.71

46

0.68

0.66

46

0.77

0.74

45

0.78

0.76

41

0.75

0.72

45

0.78

0.76

41

0.75

0.72

45

GM04

0.4

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.67

0.65

43

0.61

0.59

43

0.70

0.68

41

0.72

0.70

39

0.69

0.65

42

0.71

0.70

39

0.68

0.66

42

Glazing technology

Glass-sash glued

PowerBond glass-sash bonding

Standard spacers

Aluminium

Thermostop®

optional spacers

Thermostop®

Aluminium shell designs

PURE

glued, wet sealing

U values calculated in accordance with EN 10077-1, single-sash window, element size 1230 x 1480 mm, standard white profile.
Other sizes and versions (e.g. structural and functional glass, installed bars, thresholds, foiled uPVC) will produce different UW values.

glazing blocks, wet sealing

Thermostop®

Thermostop® Plus
PURE, SOFT, PLANE

glazing blocks, wet sealing

Thermostop® Plus

SLIM

PURE, SOFT, PLANE

–

U values calculated in accordance with EN 10077-1, single-sash window, element size 1230 x 1480 mm, standard version spruce.
Other sizes and versions (e.g. structural and functional glass, installed bars, thresholds, foiled uPVC) will produce different UW values.

Use of additional reinforcements in the blind frame and sash depending on respective requirements such as type size
and static requirements.
0.68 = UW value with standard glazing
0.59 = optimum UW value
Ug, UW expressed in W/m²K
ALU = ALUMINIUM spacers
TS = THERMOSTOP® spacers
TSP = THERMOSTOP® PLUS spacer
RW = optimum sound insulation value in dB
Further thermal insulation, sound insulation, sun protection and functional glasses (TSG, LSG) available.
Subject to technical modifications, mistakes and printing errors.
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